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“LOGDOG,” Superheroic Truck’n’TreeStars in New Picture Book

Join Billy and Kyle in Michael P.Johnson’s summer book for boys

New Milford, CT (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- 'LOGDOG' a comic book like superhero {truck’n’tree} stars
in a new picture book. Two brothers and a great hideaway are the subjects of Michael P. Johnson's "LOGDOG"
readers will enjoy the story of summer adventure and a heroic hybrid truck n tree brought to life by Mother
Nature in a book that reminds kids and parents alike to help keep the earth green.

In a mountain valley never before visited by natural or manmade disaster lies Kyle and Billy's grandfather’s
farm they adore so much. On the farm rests the hulk of an old truck thru which a tree has grown. When the boys
discover it, they name the strange combination of truck and tree "LOGDOG". Kyle and Billy quickly proclaim
the fort like LOGDOG to be their playtime HQ-easily imagining it to be whatever they wish on a summer’s
day.

Trouble comes in the form of a forest fire. The trees of the valley appeal to a wise old oak tree for help. Old
man oak suggests that all the denizens of the valley ask mother nature for help in finding something to protect
them. That night everyone is awakened by a thunderous noise and there behind the barn is "LOGDOG" {now
several times larger, mobile, and imbued with superpowers} needless to say, LOGDOG saves the day. The boys
regret leaving their truck turned superhero, but are more excited than ever to spend next summer at their
grandparent’s farm. This book will most certainly be an excellent addition to any boy’s collection of keepsake
picture books.

For more information on this book, interested parties may log on to www.Xlibris.com.

Logdog * by Michael P. Johnson
Publication Date: November 30, 2011
Picture Book; $21.99; 38 pages; 978-1-4653-5658-1
Picture Book Hardcover; $31.99; 38 pages; 978-1-4653-5659-8

Members of the media who wish to review this book may request a complimentary paperback copy by
contacting the publisher at (888) 795-4274 x. 7879. To purchase copies of the book for resale, please fax Xlibris
at (610) 915-0294 or call (888) 795-4274 x. 7879.

For more information on self-publishing or marketing with Xlibris, visit www.Xlibris.com. To receive a free
publishing guide, please call (888) 795-4274.
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Contact Information
Marketing Services
Xlibris Corp.
888-795-4274 7879

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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